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Abstract Summary of Simbrofo 20MW Solar Farm
WS9 Feasibility Report - Provide a Feasibility Study Report on the new 20MW Solar Farm facility at Gomoa
Simbrofo.
Simbrofo in the Gomoa District of the Central Region of Ghana in West Africa
Simbrofo is a populated place and is located in Ghana. The estimate terrain elevation above sea level is 20
metres.
Latitude: 5°21'59.0" N Longitude:0°45'09.8’’W
Alpin Sun GmbH Website: www.alpin-sun.de wish to build as EPC a 20MW Solar Farm at Gomoa Simbrofo
with Ghanalight Project Ltd. A Special Purpose Vehicle (SPV) company Ghanalight Project Ltd will be
established by Ghanalight Ltd to take forward this Alpin Sun GmbH company project. A prefeasibility impact
study of a solar power plant project was carried out by us with input from PTL Enterprises Ltd, the appointed
Consultancy Company of Ghanalight Project Ltd in January 2016 in order to study and search the best location to
Install a concentrated solar power plant in Simbrofo Central. The investors were determined to obtain a site with
a maximum possible irradiation. Ghanalight Ltd the UK parent company of Ghanalight Project Ltd have been
given permission in October 2015 from the Ministry of Power to proceed to full feasibility once a Preliminary
and Full Licence has been obtained from the Energy Commission.
The Chiefs who own the Land in Simbrofo have given their permission and will receive part of the revenue
from the solar farm, which will be used to build a school and provide FREE Solar PV panels for homes in
villages around the Solar Farm together with Solar PV Water Pumps and Solar Street Lighting can be arranged.
National Development programmes in the Co u n t r y of Ghana will see increased Climate Change and Renewable
Energy being produced thus making it possible for Ghana to accelerate Growth in the Country resulting in
electricity. This economic, social and political changes in coming years’ production, Industrializing, middleincome economic development are pillars aimed at improving the living standards for all Ghana through an
economic development program, through which the country is expected to achieve a good average Gross
Domestic Product (GDP) growth rate. The Solar Farm electricity, 55,000 MWh each year will be sold to ECG
or Volta River Authority.
We wish to submit to the Ghana Government our Feed-In-Tariff Expression of Interest (EOI) & Pre Build
Feasibility Study to gain Preliminary Licence for authorisation to build a 20MW Solar Farm in Gomoa Simbrofo
Ghana for the great people of Ghana to receive Renewable Energy (electricity) from the Solar Farm. Our Simbrofo
Solar Farm can assist the level of economic development determines the intensity of energy use; as economic
systems in developing countries expand, so is the demand for energy to power production activities (Winkler,
2005; UN-Energy/Africa, 2011). The Ghana vision and strategy identifies energy as one of the key infrastructural
enablers, necessary for the realization of its sustainable objectives. The Vision is expected to increase demand
on Ghana’s energy supply. Our other partner company Ghanalight Ltd intend to assist Ghana with 40,000 MWh
per year of electricity from the Simbrofo Solar Farm. With the current energy shortages and supply disruptions
in Ghana our solar farms will help. High cost remains serious obstacles to the domestic and manufacturing sector
in liberalized markets, the cost of energy significantly influences the Competitiveness of local products vis.-à-vis
imported goods. Consequently, a high cost of energy negatively affects domestic wealth creation, balance of
payments and employment creation, as consumers opt for cheaper imports (Gok, 2012a; Karekezi and Kimani,
2009). We understand the Government of Ghana are undergoing a restructuring of the Energy sector, this scenario
necessitates the establishment of new projects such as our Simbrofo Solar Farm to step-up energy supply at a
2

lower cost and increase efficiency in energy consumption (GoK, 2012a). Universal access to Sustainable,
affordable and clean energy Renewable Energy such as Solar Farms is instrumental for the realization of Ghana.
The main objective is to gain a Preliminary Licence and FIT for our Simbrofo Solar Farm project and to generate
power and to feed into the National Grid and earn revenue through Power Purchase Agreements (PPA) –
Government and electricity distributer “Electricity company of Ghana” Volta River Authority (VRA).

Gomoa Simbrofo 20MW Solar Farm site indicated by Blue marker, below, project interaction details.
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Requirements to get to a build stage.

Phase One – This is this current stage in this Application being made

Phase Two – PTL Technologies Ltd will act for us in this phase and also phase three.

Phase Three
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Introduction
This Alpin Sun 20MW Solar Farm Solar Power Generation Plant will be located in a Central region of
Ghana at Gomoa Simbrofo and will provide 55,000 MWh of electricity from a Renewable Energy
source with single axis trackers.
The project is intended to produce approximately 20 MW of power.
The three Chiefs who own the Land have supplied a written letter giving permission to build the solar
farm on their land will receive1% of revenue from the solar farm, which will be used to aid sustainable
development by building a school, a library, community centre, toilets and provide FREE Solar PV
panels for homes in villages around the Solar Farm together with Solar PV Water Pumps and Solar
Street Lighting can be arranged.

Project Financial Summary - The projected project cost is estimated at $28 million USD for
EPC and total build costs at $29,646,515 USD and Net Profit of $111,631,401 USD over a
twenty year period. It will be completed within a maximum of between 12 months to 18
months and be live for at least 20 years before any other major installation changes such
as replacement of solar panels and other infrastructure is to be made. There is overhead
infrastructure (power lines) for connection over a distance of about 2km from the project site.

Alpin Sun will act as EPC and Questworks or a similar Ghana company act as O&M company together
with PowerGen Technologies Ltd for any Sub-station building. Considering this proposed project as
a hypothetical power project with an initial one-year peak load of 20 MW and sales of 0.12 USD
per KWh from the 55,000 MWh produced each year. However, the benefits of this project supersede
its costs and therefore it is economically viable and therefore recommended for approval by our PTL
Technologies Ltd consultants. For instance, it will earn a lot of revenue for the investors and also to
the government in the form zero taxes together with International Carbon Credits of $1.030
million.

Phase one, two and three to get project to a build stage we are to undertake with
PTL Technologies Ltd based in Ghana the following:
- Obtain a FiT
- Prepare a Feasibility Studies and other required documentations
for submission to Energy Commission (primarily for PL application)
- Obtain Provisional License (PL) (purpose of this submission)
- Environmental Permit
- Grid impact study
- PPA
- Interconnection Agreement
- Sitting Permit
- Construction Permit
- Obtain Fire Permit
- Obtain Operational Licence
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Our Good Practice Guidance for Solar Farms
1. We will focus on non-agricultural land or land which is of lower agricultural quality.
2. We will be sensitive to nationally and locally protected landscapes and nature conservation areas, and
we welcome opportunities to enhance the ecological value of the land.
3. We will minimise visual impact where possible and maintain appropriate screening throughout the
lifetime of the project managed through a Land Management and/or Ecology plan.
4. We will engage with the community in advance of submitting a planning application, including seeking
the support of the local community such as in Simbrofo and listening to their views and suggestions.
5. We will encourage land diversification by proposing continued agricultural use or incorporating
biodiversity measures within our projects.
6. We will do as much buying and employing locally as possible.
7. We will act considerately during construction, and demonstrate ‘solar stewardship’ of the land for the
lifetime of the project.
8. We will offer investment opportunities to communities in their local solar farms where there is local
appetite and where it is commercially viable.
9. We commit to using the solar farm as an educational opportunity, where appropriate.
10. At the end of the project life we will return the land to its former use.

Key Statistics and Facts About Our Solar Farms









Solar farms are the most nature-friendly way of generating power for the grid – and support endangered
wildlife and provide shelter for grazing animals and diversity of species.
Solar makes virtually no noise or waste and has no moving parts
Many solar farms are grazed by sheep or combined with other farming activities
Solar is the most popular form of energy generation at more than 80% support
Solar works well in Ghana – solar panels in Simbrofo generate 300% of the power they would in the UK
Community groups can invest in or set up their own solar farms in Ghana
Cheap electricity from solar farms could put money back into consumers’ pockets through reduced
energy bills by 2030
Solar is one of the best energy sources for keeping profit in the Ghana

We requested and appointed PTL Technologies Ltd based in ACCRA, Ghana to perform an initial survey
of the site in Simbrofo, an abstract of their report appears on the net two pages, full initial report can be seen
on page 40.
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The FULL Preliminary study by PTL Technologies Ltd can be seen in Exhibit WS9 Feasibility
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One important factor of this project is the Ghanalight Ltd “Resource Ownership concept” – The Site at
Gomoa Simbrofo Solar Farm, Africa and Ghana must take advantage of the Sun’s Solar Resource and not be
exploited by large developers. We aim to make provision of part of the Renewable Energy to help promote
Sustainable Energy, Sustainable Business Development, Sustainable Education and enhance the quality of life
of the people of Ghana together with mitigating against Climate Change - The Problem of Climate Change will
result in significant opportunities for Ghana. People living near to each of our Solar Farms will be given FREE
small Solar PV panels for their homes, the Local Chiefs or Government given Solar Street Lighting, villagers
given Solar PV Water Pumps employment opportunities are also offered to the villagers.

Solar Farm electricity for towns
panels

Village Solar Water pumps Each home has Free Solar

Villagers get FREE Solar panel, two lights and phone charging point – in the case of Kenya this Massai woman
has a charging point for her mobile phone. In the case of Ghana, we intend to part share the electricity with
the people of Ghana and offer Solar Water pumps assisting with drinking water and food irrigation, Solar
street lighting can also be arranged and small FREE Solar panel and two lights and phone charging point being
made available to all villagers around each of our solar farms.

9

Exhibits

WS1 Scope of Operation
Provide a written description of the operational nature of the applicant’s business.

Alpin Sun GmbH would like to develop with Ghanalight Ltd this first 20MW Solar Farm at Simbrofo in Ghana.
This initial project will hopefully see the first of many 20MW Solar Farms in our development 125MW
programme for Ghana to help assist VRA and the Government of Ghana utilise the electricity generated from
the Renewable Energy resource – the sun’s radiation.
The project falls within the company’s abilities and is very much seen as a mutual gain, one where Alpin Sun
GmbH will generate the electricity and the Ghana Government provide the Feed-In-Tariff payments, part of
which will then be utilised in order for the villages around each solar farm will have FREE Solar panels and also
Solar Water pumps, if required. A new school will also be built at Simbrofo, together with two toilets, a
community Centre and library.
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This chart appears on page 17 & 18 under WS4 Ownership and Corporate Structure
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The scope of the Simbrofo operation and its links
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WS3 Principal Officers, Director and Partners
"Provide the names, titles, nationality, addresses and telephone numbers of the applicant’s
principal officers, directors, partners, or other similar officials."

Adrian Loance – German National Alpin Sun GmbH Senior Director
Tel
Email adrian.ioance@alpin-sun.de
Website: www.alpin-sun.de
Overseas Department
Alpin Sun GmbH
Zum Wasserwerk 12
D-15537 Erkner (bei Berlin)
Mobile: (EU) +40 736367831 / ( CL): + 56 9 62733963
Fax: +40 368 453 781

Dan Walker – British Alpin Sun GmbH Project Coordinator
Tel
+44 (0) 7514 676 014
Email dan.walker@alpin-sun.de
Skype: dan_walker1150

David Tamakloe Ghanaian- British Director Ghanalight Ltd & Visions Marketing Limited
Tel

+44 : (0) 7951108628
(0) 7551873333
Email david@ghanalight.com and davidtamakloe@aol.com

Alan Brewer MSc – British

Project Facilitator and Director Ghanalight

Ltd in the UK

Tel
+44 02393 786582 / +44 (0) 7763 977634
Email alan@ghanalight.com and alan@psecc.co.uk

Michael Mikado CEO – Ghana National PTL Enterprises Ltd Ghana
Tel
+233 26 8243297
Email mikemikado@gmail.com

Victor Andrew – Ghana National Politician Ghana
Tel
+2335 4336 3605
Email victorandrew27@yahoo.co.uk
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WS4 Ownership and Corporate Structure
Provide a description of the applicant’s corporate and ownership structures, including in
WS5 any Cross-ownership and Ring Fencing

Alpin Sun GmbH
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GHANALIGHT LTD – Website Ghanalight.com
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WS5 Cross-ownership and Ring Fencing
"Applicants should outline the following:
a) The basis on which services and resources will be transacted between relevant operating
areas of the applicants, or the applicant and its other related entities;
The Simbrofo 20MW Solar Farm will be jointly owned by us at Alpin Sun GmbH and also Ghanalight Ltd

b) In the case of applicants that are wholly owned subsidiaries, information on proposed audit
arrangements should be provided and also stated whether separate reports for the licensee and
its parent company (if applicable) are to be prepared and made publicly available; and
Our company is Audited annually and we will make arrangements for further Audits to be done on the SPV
to be formed to take forward this project at Simbrofo. All reports will be made public one the SPV has been
formed and Preliminary Licence has been issued to us.
c) Other guidelines or standards relating to financial separation, ring-fencing and separate audit
arrangements which the applicant intends to follow.

There will be NO Ring Fencing
21

WS6 Disclosure of Liabilities and Investigations
Provide a description of all existing, pending or past rulings, judgments, contingent liabilities,
revocation of authority, regulatory investigations, or any other matter that could adversely
impact the applicant’s financial or operational status or ability to provide the services it is
seeking to be certified to provide. Also include a statement whether the applicant or any of his
associates, or partners, or promoters, or Directors was ever refused licence or had licence
cancelled, and if so, the particulars of such application, date of making the application, date of
order refusing or cancelling licence and reasons for such refusal or cancellation.

NO adverse issues
WS7 Financial Capability and Proposed Financial Plan
Provide the two most recent Annual Reports to Shareholders and copies of the applicant’s three
most recent years of audited financial statements (balance sheet, income statement, and cash
flow statement). If audited financial statements are not available, provide officer certified
financial statements.
If the applicant has not been in business long enough to satisfy this
requirement, it shall file audited or officer certified financial statements covering the life of the
business. Provide copies of the applicant's financial arrangements to conduct electricity business
as a business activity (e.g., guarantees, bank commitments, contractual arrangements, credit
agreements, etc). Provide two years of forecasted financial statements (balance sheet, income
statement, and cash flow statement) for the applicant’s operation, along with a list of
assumptions.
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Proposed Financial Plan - Alpin Sun GmbH have their own investors for the project

When analyzing Solar projects from experienced sponsors they start with "Project Bankability" in mind from the very
moment they design their projects. An excellent way to accomplish this and to increase the pool of potential equity and
debt providers is to achieve Investment Grade Project Rating, we have this rating in Alpin Sun GmbH who have their
own investors for the project.
Our Solar project is properly structured, so we can achieve investment grade ratings.
attention has been paid to the following:

Close

1. Credible Solar resource forecast. You need an experienced solar resource consultant and an independent
engineer (IE) with proven track records able to credibly forecast solar resource and power production, Alpin Sun
& PVGIS data obtained for Simbrofo project.
2. A Solar PV panel supplier deemed investment grade.
3. Low-to-moderate construction risk substantially transferred to an experienced EPC contractor.
4. Robust PPA fully contracting project capacity with high credit quality counterparties.
5. Moderate operating risk retained by an experienced sponsor or contracted to a qualified third party.
6. An equity sponsor considered established and experienced.
7. Fully-amortizing debt with financial metrics and financing structures that accommodate resource variability and
other downside scenarios.
The current Ghana Government investment raising, especially in the Energy Sector is viewed as
encouraging for our project funders and also the VRA are seeking additional funding to stabilise their
operations, also Ghana is considered one of the more stable economies in Africa.
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GHANA
2015
When we reviewed Ghana as a possible Country for Solar Farm Development we considered
the following:

Although Ghana registered relatively commendable economic growth in 2014, the economy faced major
challenges in the form of a sharp currency depreciation, deepening energy crisis, deteriorating
macroeconomic imbalance and rising inflation and interest rates. Over the medium term, the economy is
projected to recover bolstered mainly by higher oil and gas production, combined with increased private
sector and public infrastructure investments, as well as an improved macroeconomic framework and
political stability.
Ghana’s accelerated economic growth over the past decade has helped the country achieve the Millennium
Development Goal (MDG) goal of halving poverty, although there is evidence of growing disparities in
spatial development and income inequality across regions, especially in the three northern regions.
Progress in the achievement of other MDGs remains mixed, with the 2015 targets likely to be missed.

Overview
Ghana’s economy is expected to slow down for the fourth consecutive year to an estimated 3.9% growth rate in 2015, owing
to a severe energy crisis, unsustainable domestic and external debt burdens, and deteriorated macroeconomic and financial
imbalances. Provisional gross domestic product (GDP) figures issued by the Ghana Statistical Services (GSS) further
suggest that the economy expanded by 4.2% in 2014, less than the growth of 7.3% recorded in 2013. The drivers of growth
continue to be the service sectors, which constitute 50.2% of the economy, followed by industry and agriculture at 28.4%
and 19.9% respectively.
In 2016 the economy is expected to recover, registering a growth of around 6%, bolstered by an increase in oil and gas
production, private sector investment, improved public infrastructure and the country’s political stability. Nonetheless, the
prevailing low international oil prices could slow the pace of economic growth in the future. High growth rates over recent
years have been accompanied by the build-up of macroeconomic imbalances. In 2014 current account and fiscal deficits
widened to 9.2% and 10.4% of GDP respectively, and the rate of inflation averaged 17.0%. By the end of December 2014,
foreign reserves were at 3.2 months of import cover, thanks to inflows from the Eurobond of USD 1 billion and a cocoa
syndicate loan of USD 1.7 billion. The domestic currency, the cedi (GHS) depreciated by over 30% in nominal terms over
the first nine months of the year compared to a depreciation of 4.1% during the corresponding period in 2013. The continued
growth in the budget deficit resulted in public debt increasing from 55.8% of GDP in December 2013 to 67.1% of GDP by
the end of December 2014. To address the increasingly unsustainable fiscal and current account imbalances, the Ghanaian
authorities started negotiations for a stabilisation programme with the International Monetary Fund (IMF) that was expected
to begin in early 2015.
While growth in Ghana has been inclusive, most of the jobs generated have been in the informal economy, with significant
spatial disparities and rising income inequality. Although Ghana met the first Millennium Development Goals (MDG)
target, that of eradicating extreme hunger and poverty, four of its ten regions are lagging behind. However, Ghana will not
meet the MDGs related to reversing the loss of environmental resources, reducing the proportion of people without access
to improved sanitation, and achieving significant improvement in the lives of people living in slum areas.
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The economy of Ghana has a diverse and rich resource base, including the manufacturing and exportation of
digital technology goods, automotive and ship construction and exportation, and the exportation of diverse and
rich resources such as hydrocarbons and industrial minerals. These have given Ghana one of the highest GDP per
capita in Africa. Owing to a GDP rebasement, in 2011 Ghana became the fastest growing economy in the world;
differences with neighbouring economies are likely to be overstated due to underfunded statistical agencies in
surrounding countries.
The Ghanaian domestic economy in 2012 revolved around services, which accounted for 50% of GDP and
employed 28% of the work force. Besides the industrialization associated with minerals and oil, industrial
development in Ghana remains basic, often associated with plastics (such as for chairs, plastic bags, razors and
pens).
Ghana embarked on a currency re-denomination exercise, from Cedi (¢) to the new currency, the Ghana Cedi
(GH¢) in July 2007. The transfer rate is 1 Ghana Cedi for every 10,000 Cedi. Ghana embarked upon an aggressive
media campaign to educate the public about what re-denomination entails. Value added tax is a administered in
Ghana. The tax regime which started in 1998 had a single rate but since September 2007 entered into a multiple
rate regime. In 1998, the rate of tax was 10% and amended in 2000 to 12.5%. The top income tax and corporate
tax rates are 25%. Other taxes included with value-added tax (VAT), are national health insurance levy, and a
capital gains tax. The overall tax burden amounts to 12.1% of Ghana's total domestic income, and the budget of
Ghana has fallen to the equivalent of 39.8% of GDP.
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Project costs

Proposed Financial Plan – Project costs are $30 million

PROJECT AT A GLANCE
Return on Investment (ROI) %
18.89%
Internal Rate of Return (IRR) %
14.68%
Operational profit over 20 years $
$111,631,401
Averaged Yearly Net Profit
$5,581,570
Average life Payback in Years
3.24
Loan Amount $
$23,000,000 Debt & $6,646,515 Equity
Deposit Amount (Equity) $
$6,646,515
Loan Repayment in Years
12.00 years with 2 year grace
period
Interest Rate on Loan
4.00%
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WS8 Statement of Assets, Technology & Type of Renewable Energy Resource
Provide a list of major plant and machinery to be installed, stating technology and type of
renewable energy resources and proposed layout plan.

Assets

29

Technology
Solar PV panels – Simbrofo will generate 40,000 MWh each year for twenty-five years.
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Type of Renewable Energy Resource
Solar Radiation
PVGIS Data based on 25MW as an example due to us being
able to generate more than the listed PVGIS from a 20MW
table. We estimate 40,000 MWh per year for 20MW.

31

WS9 Feasibility Report

Pre-Feasibility Study for a 20MW
Solar Farm at Simbrofo - Central region
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Our Gomoa Simbrofo Solar Farm will be built in such a manner to allow for small grazing animals to still use
the land.

Why Ghana is an attractive Country for us - Our Simbrofo Solar Farm can assist the level of economic
development determines the intensity of energy use; as economic systems in developing countries expand, so is
the demand for energy to power production activities (Winkler, 2005; UN-Energy/Africa, 2011). The Ghana
vision and strategy identifies energy as one of the key infrastructural enablers, necessary for the realization of its
sustainable objectives. The Vision is expected to increase demand on Ghana’s energy supply. Ghanalight Ltd
intend to assist Ghana with 40,000 MWh per year of electricity from the Simbrofo Solar Farm.
With the current energy shortages and supply disruptions in Ghana coupled with high cost remain serious
obstacles to the domestic and manufacturing sector in liberalized markets, the cost of energy significantly
influences the Competitiveness of local products vis.-à-vis imported goods. Consequently, a high cost of energy
negatively affects domestic wealth creation, balance of payments and employment creation, as consumers opt for
cheaper imports (Gok, 2012a; Karekezi and Kimani, 2009). We understand the government of Ghana are
undergoing a restructuring of the Energy sector, this scenario necessitates the establishment of new projects such
as our Simbrofo Solar Farm to step-up energy supply at a lower cost and increase efficiency in energy
consumption (GoK, 2012a). Universal access to Sustainable, affordable and clean energy Renewable Energy such
as Solar Farms is instrumental for the realization of Ghana
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Ghana, Africa a combination of huge solar resources, three times radiation levels compared to
Europe limited grid capacity and growing demand for power driven by one of the world’s fastest
growing economies provides all the right ingredients for an African solar explosion such as in Ghana
and specifically Simbrofo. In the same way that mobile phones have taken off in Africa, so solar,
with its potential for off-grid and decentralised deployment, offer similar opportunities for propelling
forward the continent’s development of Solar Farms. The largest share of Ghana’s electricity supply
currently comes from hydroelectric stations at dams along various River systems, however when
drought reduces water flow, electricity supply is threatened. 1997 and 2000, for example, drought
prompted severe power rationing, with economically damaging 12-hour blackouts. Frequent outages,
as well as high cost, remain serious obstacles to economic activity, hence the strong Government
support for solar farms. Simbrofo will see an additional 40,000 MWh each year produced by the
Simbrofo Solar Farm.

There is a growing and urgent need for Solar Farms in Ghana, electricity demand is significantly
rising mainly due to accelerated productive investment and increasing population. Historically,
energy demand is positively correlated with economic and population growth rates, an opportunity
that GHANALIGH LTD are developing will take advantage of these growth rates. In 1994, Ghana's
total generating capacity was about 1,187 megawatts, and annual production totalled approximately
4,490 million kilowatts and the main source of supply is the Volta River Authority with six 127megawatt turbines.
The Volta River Authority's Akosombo Hydroelectric Project provided the bulk of all electricity
consumed in Ghana, some 60 percent of which is purchased by Volta Aluminium Company
(Valco)for its smelter. The power plant export amounted to an estimated equivalent of 180,000
tons of oil in 1991. The balance of Ghana's electricity is produced by diesel units owned by the
Electricity Corporation of Ghana, by mining companies, and by a 160-megawatt (210,000 hp)
hydroelectric plant at Kpong, about 40 kilometers downstream from Akosombo. A third dam at
Bui on the Black Volta River had been under study for some time, with the aim of increasing power
supplies in northern Ghana and for export; the project is as of 2013 in the late stages of construction.
Other sites with the potential for power generation, on the Pra River (Ghana), the Tano River, the
White Volta River, and the Ankobra River, would also require substantial investment. Simbrofo
will enhance this supply to VRA and will be more Sustainable.

Our Solar Farms will assist Volta River Authority in supplying much needed Renewable Energy
sources and also help the Government of Ghana meet their Renewable Energy Targets with
40,000 MWh from Simbrofo Solar Farm.
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Design Features.
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DESCRIPTION OF PROJECT AREA
Physical & Salient features of the project site
.
The project will be located on a 300 acres’ piece of land set aside in Gomoa Simbrofo in
Central Region Simbrofo in the Gomoa District of the Central Region of Ghana in West Africa
The 20MW Solar Farm will only use approximately 80 acres of the land and will be designed
in a square format. Simbrofo is a populated place and is located in Ghana. The estimate terrain
elevation above sea level is 20 metres and is scrub land with minimal tree cover & bushes.
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The vegetation cover
The vegetation existing on the land comprises of short thorny bushes which is a characteristic of a semiarid climate. Some of the species of plants found in the area include Acacia, Cactusm and short grass among
other dry areas plants. The Photo Plate below show the type of vegetation cover on suitable land – below is
a village to the West and below that a village to the North of Simbrofo in the Gomoa District of the Central
Region of Ghana.
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Villagers will be given FREE small Solar PV 10W panels for their homes suitable for two lamps and
a phone charger together with Solar Water Pumps & Street lighting. Also a school will be built here
with electricity supply. Caught up in their families’ daily battle to get food on the table, the children
of Gomoa Simbrofo often run from classes during the day to help parents work on the farm or to carry
back the day’s harvest. By the time they are free from chores, school is over and so being the daylight
and the chance to catch up with their studies.
Until September 2006, their learning was limited to a few precious hours in the morning. With no
electricity in the village homework was impossible – some child’s dream possibly, but not that of the
children of Gomoa Simbrofo.
Much to smile about for the children of Gomoa Simbrofo, now able to do their homework in the
evenings thanks to the village’s solar lamps. Today, street lamps powered by solar panels line the road
that divides the village in two and along the school building. Ghanalight Ltd will be able to enhance
the Solar in Simbrofo by giving Solar PV panels, Water pumps and further street lighting.

The Vegetation cover is ideal for a solar farm and poses minimal problems with good access road use for
construction purposes.
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Preliminary Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA)
Assessment that will follow after the investor is granted an Expression of Interest Permit by the Ministry
of Energy; Being an English Developer and German EPC company we have followed the procedures
below most will be applicable to Ghana. The following templates represents the “proto type” case study
of the Environmental Impact of the Simbrofo Solar Farm. After the Preliminary Licence is issued to us
we will instruct our appointed Consultants PTL Enterprises Ltd to perform FULL EIA.
Nearby Village

Typical Solar Farm
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Once the Preliminary License has been issued then full EIA and Feasibility Study will be done.
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A suitable substation is normally required located near to the solar farm and in the case of Simbrofo site
there is a connection possible at a Gantry Unit 2KM from the site, which is suitable and results in minimal
transmission losses.
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Example of a solar farm designed in a square array, which will be the design shape for Simbrofo.
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General Climate & vegetation of Ghana
Climate
The South-eastern coastal plain of Ghana, which is one of the hottest and driest parts of the country.
Temperatures are however subjected to occasional and minimal moderating influences along the coast.
Temperatures at Simbrofo are appreciably high for most parts of the year with the highest during the main
dry season (November - March) and lowest during the short dry season (July - August). They average a few
degrees lower on the coast than they do over most of the plains. The absolute maximum temperature is 40°
C. The most complete absence of cloud cover for most parts of the year will be very good for electricity
production at Simbrofo and gives way to very high rates of evaporation which leaves most parts of the district
dry and with parched soils. The combined effects of high temperatures and high insulation levels, on the other
hand, are of invaluable asset to the salt-making industry, as they account for the high and rapid rates of
salinization and crystallization crucial for the winning of salt. They also provide enormous potentials for solar
power development.
Rainfall is generally very low with most of the rains, very erratic in nature and coming mostly between
September and November. Mean annual rainfall increases from 762.5 millilitres on the coast to 1220
millilitres to the North and Northeast.
The unreliability and dependence of farmers on the rainy seasons makes farming a vulnerable occupation.
Periodic main crop failures are common phenomena even in the better- watered northern parts. It is obvious
therefore that the provision of irrigation facilities would be of great value in the district. This should be
accompanied by soil salinit control measures.
Vegetation at Simbrofo
Preliminary investigation here will be followed by a full EIA. The predominant vegetation type found in the
district is of the short grass savannah interspersed with shrubs and short trees, a characteristic of the SubSahelin type. A large portion of vegetation remains dry for most parts of the year particularly towards the
south except for the short rainy season. The ravaging effects of seasonal bushfires that sweep across most
parts of the district especially during the dry season further depreciate the quality of the vegetation. Along
some stream courses however, higher vegetation type ranging from thickets to light forest are common.
Large strands of Borassus Palm are found around the eastern portions, isolated stands of baobab trees are
common all over the plain. There is a main urban town – Winneba to the South East of Simbrofo that will
benefit from the Solar Farm and Renewable Energy together with opportunities for Solar PV Off Grid
schemes, Solar Street Lighting and Solar PV for dwellings.

.
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We have developed the “Resource Ownership” concept for Ghana at the solar farm at Simbrofo,
where the Local Government and peoples in an area of the solar farm will benefit from Solar PV
water pumps, Solar PV panels for their dwellings also going to the Local Government will be
solar street lighting – this ensures Sustainable Energy development for Ghana. This initial request
for the FIT is a request for one solar farm in Simbrofo in Ghana.

GHANALIGHT LTD have created, over a three-year development period a Solar PV market
opportunity in Ghana for Alpin Sun GmbH who will fund, build and operate the solar farm. The
solar farm projects will form part of a 500MW capacity that we targeted for Ghana under our
Ghanalight Ltd development programme. well positioned to build the solar farm alongside our
German partner of choice and EPC company Alpin Sun GmbH (Alpin), to provide very
significant revenue streams and profit margins. Alpin are known by them peers as one of the best
companies in the solar farm sector due to their technology choice, pricing and delivery values.
GHANALIGHT LTD has had discussions with the Minister at Central Government.
GHANALIGHT LTD has also garnered major political support in principal from the Ghana
Government who have stated its aim is to oversee solar as a major contributor to the country’s
electrical generation requirements and specifically has aligned himself to the success of
GHANALIGHT LTD’s development programme.
In addition to Central Government support from the Ministry of Power, GHANALIGHT LTD has
alliances with the chiefs of the 300 acre sites at Gomoa Simbrofo.
Just how is Alpin Sun & GHANALIGHT LTD going to achieve its development programme?
Having established in Country links and the entry route, GHANALIGHT LTD works closely with
PTL Technologies Ltd and is now positioned to attract investment to its project in Simbrofo which
is ready for Preliminary Licence & Feed-In-Tariff (FIT) Applications. The identified location at
Simbrofo is optimal to generate the maximum capacity of electricity over a 25-year life cycle
directly into the central electricity grid. – for this 20MW Solar Farm project in Simbrofo we
require $30 million for the build phase (Alpin Sun GmbH) costs, and all other costs including
start-up costs bring total build stage costs to $30 million, which includes $1.986,800 Pre Build
phase with investment in the form of either debt, equity of some form of negotiated hybrid to suit;
refer to Financial section and also the separate financial xls. For further details,
The very significant revenues from a solar farm are generated due to the Feed-In-Tariff and in
the case of the 20 MW project $80 million over twenty-five years, the most obvious benefit of
the feed-in tariff in Ghana is the potential for added capacity for renewables. According to the
European Investment Bank Renewable Energy Performance Platform REPP the maximum
capacity that the feed-in tariff will subsidize is 1,750MW added over the course of 20years.
According to the United Nations Environment Program UNEP, it is reasonable to expect that the
feed-in tariffs will stimulate 1,300MW of installed power capacity. The African continent
arguably has the most to gain from the deployment of solar as an energy source as radiation
levels are over three times that of Europe and Ghanalight is positioned to take advantage of this
factor.
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This Resource Ownership concept – As stated earlier the Site of the Gomoa Simbrofo Solar Farm – Africa and
Ghana must take advantage of the Sun’s Solar Resource. We aim to make provision of part of the Renewable
Energy to help promote Sustainable Energy, Sustainable Business Development, Sustainable Education and
enhance the quality of life of the people of Ghana together with mitigating against Climate Change - The
Problem of Climate Change will result in significant opportunities for Ghana. People living near to each of our
Solar Farms will be given FREE Solar PV panels for their homes, the Local Chiefs or Government given Solar Street
Lighting, villagers given Solar PV Water Pumps employment opportunities are also offered to the villagers.

Solar Farm electricity for towns
panel

Village Solar Water pumps Each home has Free Solar

Villagers get FREE Solar panel, two lights and phone charging point – in the case of Kenya this Massai woman
has a charging point for her phone.
In the case of Ghana, we intend to part share the electricity with the people of Ghana and offer
Solar Water pumps assisting with drinking water and food irrigation, Solar street lighting can also
be arranged and small FREE Solar panel and two lights and phone charging point being made
available to all villagers around each of our solar farms.
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GHANALIGHT - PROJECT
We have already secured an authorisation letter from the Chiefs of Simbrofo (Appendix one) land and
obtained from Government Ministry of Power support a support letter after discussions with the main Energy
Ministry in Ghana (Appendix two). We aim to develop the Simbrofo 20MW Solar Farm and offer FREE Solar
PV panels to villagers around each Solar Farm, Solar Water Pumps and also Solar Street lighting together
with building a new school. GHANALIGHT Ltd - Alpin Sun GmbH team who we have appointed as our
EPC company to build the solar farms, they will be exempt of any TAX for imported equipment associated
with technology required for all equipment including the PV panels. The Solar Farm will also attract Zero
Tax to aid Sustainable Energy programmes in Ghana. A good access road exists for the movement of
construction material and technologies and we will also be providing a new school, community centre and
library together with two toilets.

ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL PARAMETERS
The environmental impact at Simbrofo and its social impact implications will be put into consideration
during the development of this project.

The Initial Environmental Impact Assessment will be done in order to determine whether the
proposed project will have adverse or mild effects on the environment and to tell whether to carry out
a full Environmental Impact Assessment or a full Environmental Impact Study. Either of the two will
be accompanied by a Comprehensive Mitigation Plan which describes the arrangements for
implementing mitigation measures to reduce the ‘would be’ impacts on the surrounding environment.
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Areas to be covered in a Full EIA after the Preliminary Licence has been issued
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Local and National Planning Policy will be followed in the case of this Simbrofo Solar Farm proposal
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Our Simbrofo 20MW Solar Farm will enhance the already plant in the area by the Chinese Developer.
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Above Articles only apply to UK but Ghana policies will be followed for the Simbrofo site.

Between 100 and 200 local Jobs will be provided to construct the Solar Farm
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WS10 Business Plan
Provide a written explanation of the company's business model for the venture.
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Business Plan - Financials
FINANCIAL AND ECONOMIC PARAMETERS OF THE PROJECT BENEFIT ANALYSIS
PRELIMINARY COST - $30 million
The fundamental question of whether the Simbrofo Solar Farm Solar photovoltaic (PV) makes economic sense
as a power resource can be addressed with a basic economic benefit-cost (B/C) analysis, in which the levelled
cost of electricity produced with a PV system is compared to the levelled value of its output.
In addition, the nature and magnitude of subsidies such as a Zero Tax rating for the Central Region of Ghana,
impact of the solar power production on electric rates, and the degree of cost shifting among utility customers
are also important factors to consider. There are numerous ways to think about economic benefits of a given
project such as Simbrofo, but one common approach is to derive a Benefit/Cost ratio with the net present value
(NPV) of project benefits in the numerator and the NPV of project costs in the denominator.
B/C Ratio = Net present value of project benefits Net present value of project costs
B/C ratio>1 means the project is economic, as benefits exceed costs.
B/C ratio<1 means the project is uneconomic, as costs exceed benefits.
The relative cost-effectiveness of project at $30 million can be assessed by comparing their benefit -cost ratios;
the higher the B/C ratio, the greater the economic value of the project and therefore the more viable the
project is However, it is important to note that there is no any single, standard cost -benefit modelling approach
that is accepted by all as a blue print. The results and conclusions might be different depending on how the
analysis is conducted. For that reason, this pre-feasibility study considered at least three key case scenarios of
the modelling that will crucially affect the results:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

The perspective of the solar power customers in gauging the costs and benefits of the project
The perspective of the non - solar power customers in gauging the costs and benefits of the project
The perspective of the general society in gauging the costs and benefits of the project

In principle, all the three groups of people examined the project in terms of the advantages and the
disadvantages it is going to have on them (“affected people”) per se. In this respect, now that the installation
will not be a stand-alone project but it will rather be fed to the national grid, all the 3 groups mentioned above
are affected.
The benefit-cost assessment can differ across the stakeholder groups because the specific terms included in the
respective benefit-cost equations vary across the groups. As discussed below, there are a number of reasons
for this, but one factor is the presence of subsidies.

Many solar projects benefit from various types of “societal” subsidies from the governments of those particular
countries. In that line, Ghana is one of the 60 countries who are committed to promote the usage of renewable
energy such as solar and wind power in terms of tax reliefs and other forms of government subsidies. This shows
that subsidies exist for solar PV, and they might affect the B/C ratio in a positive way for this particular proposed
project.
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The projected project EPC cost is estimated at $28 Million USD and total build costs at $30 million USD and it
will be completed within a maximum of 12 months and be live for at least 25 years before any other major
installation such as replacement of solar panels and other infrastructure to be made. The overhead
infrastructure (power lines) will be constructed over a distance of about 2km from the project site.

Considering this proposed project as a hypothetical power project with an initial one year peak load of 20 MW
and sales of 0.12 USD per KWh, producing 55,000 MWh per year using single axis trackers. However, the
benefits of this project supersede its costs and therefore it is
economically viable and therefore recommended for approval. For instance, it will earn a lot of revenue to the
investors and also to the government in form zero taxes together with International Carbon Credits of
$1.030 million. Total Net Profit will be $111,631,401 million over the 20year period.
It will also benefit the local communities in form of Free
Solar PV panels for homes and street lighting
together with occasional Solar PV water pumps for villages around SOLAR FARM, corporate social
responsibilities projects by the power company.

Project costs - $30 million
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PROJECT AT A GLANCE
Return on Investment (ROI) %
18.89%
Internal Rate of Return (IRR) %
14.68%
$Operational Profit over 20 years
$111,631,401
Averaged Yearly Net Profit
$5,581,570
Average life payback in years
3.24
Loan Amount $
$23,000,000 Debt & £6,646,515
Deposit Amount $
$6,646,515
Loan Repayment in Years
12.00 with 2 year grace period
Interest Rate on Loan
4.00%
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WS11 Company History and Existing Activities
Provide a concise description of the applicant’s company history and principal business
interests. It should include all jurisdictions in which the applicant or any affiliated interest of the
applicant is, at the date of filing the application with respect to licensing or otherwise
authorisation to provide retail or wholesale electric services.

Alpin Sun GmbH
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Ghanalight Ltd
. History
Senior staff now at GHANALIGHT LT D, namely Alan Brewer MSc was asked in
2012 by David Tamakloe Managing Director of Ghanalight Ltd to assist the Simbrofo project and in
1995 he was asked to research and write one of the first UK City Energy Policies and Strategies to
combat Climate Change. This work led onto his coordination of the Hampshire County Council
Energy Network in 2002, progressing onto Sustainable Energy in the County Schools sector. The
concept of Resource Ownership was born.
Following a period of time researching solar in the UK, developing PV in both domestic and
business environments it became apparent that for true sustainability and commercial profitability,
solar technology really needed greater radiation levels to optimize its benefits than that available
in the climate across the UK and the majority of Europe. Africa was an ideal
location and given Ghana’s past history as a British Colony and political system similar to that of
the UK, the country became the target of Alan’s interest, later Ghana came to the fore in his
development programme.
He formed the GHANALIGHT LTD a company partnering with David Tamakloe a Ghanaian
businessman with an interest in environmental work and climate change mitigation and today a joint
Director of Ghanalight Ltd. Both Alan and David put their undoubted Solar expertise and local knowledge
to work in aid of the indigenous people of Ghana. The worthy cause was to assist in replacing the
use of dangerous and toxic kerosene used for lighting with small solar PV panels, enough for each
household to run a light and perhaps telephone charger. The project was successful and Alan and Joe
learnt a lot about the Ghana electricity issues and made valuable contact. Alan was approached in
2012 by Tobias Panofen Project Coordinator of the Frankfurt School of Finance & Management
gemeinnützige GmbH, an appointed organisation of the United Nations Environment Programme –
Renewable Energy Performance Platform to assist in the development of Solar PV First Mover projects
and they fed into this programme technical information on Solar Farms. The UNEP-REPP programme
has enabled the current development of sixteen First Mover solar farm tender projects in Kenya.
Alan s hands – on work eventually lead them to an introduction to the Ministry in Nairobi and
discussion for their development work took place to understand the Governments opinions.
Following numerous meetings and discussions we will develop the 25MW Solar Farm at Nakuru.
As indicated we have developed the Resource Ownership concept for our Kenya solar farm,
where the Local Government and peoples in an area of the solar farm would receive 0.5% of
revenue from the solar farm together with 0.5% revenue share also going to the landowner –
this ensures Sustainable Energy development for Kenya and now possible Ghana in 2016.
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WS12 Industry Participation
Provide general information about its existing activities, both within and outside the renewable
energy industry. The application should summarise the reasons why the applicant intends to
participate in the Ghanaian renewable energy industry, and the broad nature of that
participation. In providing the above explanation, the applicant should address the
Commission's objectives as set out in Section 2 of the Act and the objects of the Act, and explain
how the granting of a licence would be consistent with those requirements?

Alpin Sun have Eleven years in the Solar Farm and Solar PV installation and Ghanalight Ltd staff have over
twenty years in the Sustainable Energy & Waste sectors.
Reasons for participation in the Ghana Renewable Energy sector are twofold:

One Ghana is seen as a sound Country to do business in, although like many African Countries financial
matters of doing business in Africa in general often poses project investment problems BUT Ghana is more
stable than most other African Countries and therefore poses minimal risk to our investors. We do understand
that the Energy Sector I Ghana is undergoing change and restructuring and we see this as a very positive move
towards VRA being able to take much of the electricity generated from our solar farms.
With the recent introduction of the Ghana feed-In-Tariff (FIT) ten Solar Farms do offer a good return on
investment and that is seen as a good reason to build Solar Farms in Ghana.
Our twenty years Sustainable Energy development on an International basis will help assist the Government of
Ghana in meeting electricity generating targets from Renewable Energy sources, in the case of this Simbrofo
20MW Solar farm then 40,000 MWh of electricity will be generated.
In 1997 the government accepted recommendations or the Ghanaian power sector to restructured á lathe
standard model of reform. The vertically integrated Volta River Authority (VRA) would be unbundled into a
separate transmission and system operations company, VRA would retain generation and the national
distributor of electricity, the Electricity Corporation of Ghana would be horizontally unbundled Also,
independent power producers (IPPs) would be allowed to enter the market such as Ghanalight Ltd and Solar
Farm developments. The need to reform had been brought about by a debilitating electricity crisis in readiness
for privatisation that started in the early 1980s, and spanned over two decades. It was caused primarily by the
effect of poor rainfall on a power sector that relied exclusively on hydropower–essentially a power-system
planning failure. A poorly performing distribution sector and a general lack of investment were additional factors
driving reform. This restructuring is seen by Alpin Sun and also Ghanalight Ltd as a very positive move by the
Government, one that will lead to a very stable Energy sector and therefore offers a very attractive market.
Two industry regulators, the Public Utilities Regulatory Commission (PURC) and the Energy Commission (EC)
were subsequently formed charged with undertaking economic and technical regulation respectively. And soon
thereafter the country’s first IPP entered into service in 2000. But beyond this, reform proceeded slowly and it
was only in 2008 that the VRA was unbundled.
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Although rainfall has generally been sufficient since 2007, the threat of drought is always present. Faced with
this, and an ever- increasing demand for electricity brought about by an economic turnaround, the government
of Ghana has pronounced that intends to bring into service an additional 5000MW of mainly IPP generation by
2015. For a system with an installed capacity in 2010 of approximately 2000MW this is clearly an ambitious
target. But given the discovery of oil in the Jubilee field off the Ghanaian coast, and the emergence of Chinese
investors (bringing alternative funding models, seeking to unlock previously shelved projects and becoming
important partners for Africa), this goal may yet be achieved. The PURC and the EC must take their place and
facilitate what could be one of Africa’s greatest successes. Ghanalight Ltd can also assist in bringing additional
support from Solar Farm developments in Ghana.
As we have seen in all the other countries covered, the government through the Ministry of Energy is responsible
for policy formulation and aspects of its implementation. Ghanalight Ltd have been given permission to proceed
to full feasibility from the Ministry once a Licence has been obtained. Uniquely for Ghana, regulatory oversight
of the power sector is undertaken by two separate bodies, the Public Utilities Regulatory Commission (PURC)
and the Energy Commission (EC), loosely referred to as the ‘economic regulator’s and the ‘technical regulator.
Ghana and Namibia are the only two countries in this volume where there is no specialist agency for to
spearhead rural electrification. Ghanalight Ltd can assist with our Solar Farms.
Once again at industry level all the features of a hybrid power market are evident and of interest to Ghanalight
Ltd. It is dominated by state owned entities; Volta River Authority (VRA), Ghana Grid Company (GridCo) and the
Electricity Company of Ghana (ECG), while independent power producers (IPPs) have begun to enter on the
margins of the industry. The VRA is a power generation company but also carries out some limited distribution
through its Northern Electricity Department division, GridCo is responsible for transmission and system
operations whereas the ECG is the national distribution utility company. Few companies have embarked on a
major solar power generating installations in Ghana which is fed to the national grid through PPA and FiT
agreements and therefore the Ghanalight Ltd, hereby referred to as the applicant for the FIT will be the pioneer
company to venture in to this kind of a worthy investment from Alpin Sun GmbH funders. Discussions will take
place with the University of Wiinneba in Ghana to gain valuable support to GHANALIGHT LTD and the Gomoa
Simbrofo Solar Farm.
The biggest photovoltaic (PV) and largest solar energy plant in Africa, the Nzema project, based in Ghana, shall
be able to provide electricity to more than 100,000 homes. The 155 megawatt plant shall increase Ghana's
electricity generating capacity by 6%. Construction work on the GH¢ 740 million (GB£ 248 million) and the 4th
largest solar power plant in the world, is being developed by Blue Energy, a UK-based renewable energy
investment company, majority owned and funded by members of the, Stadium Group, a large European private
asset and development company with GB£ 2.5 billion under management. Project director is Douglas Coleman,
from Mere Power Nzema Ltd, Ghana.
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Two Ghanalight Ltd staff have over twenty years in the Sustainable Energy sector in the UK and are able to
bring their experience of writing City Energy Policy & Strategy, Coordinating County Energy Networks and have
developed the “Resource Ownership” concept.
This Resource Ownership concept - Site of the Gomoa Simbrofo Solar Farm – Africa and Ghana must take
advantage of the Sun’s Solar Resource. We aim to assist once more your Government and make provision of
the Renewable Energy to help promote Sustainable Energy, Sustainable Business Development, Sustainable
Education and enhance the quality of life of the people of Ghana together with mitigating against Climate
Change - The Problem of Climate Change will result in significant opportunities for Ghana. People living near to
each of our Solar Farms will be given FREE Solar PV panels for their homes, the Local Chiefs or Government given
Solar Street Lighting, villagers given Solar PV Water Pumps employment opportunities are also offered to the
villagers.

Solar Farm electricity for towns
panels

Village Solar Water pumps Each home has Free Solar

Villagers get FREE Solar panel, two lights and phone charging point – in the case of Kenya this Massai woman
has a charging point for her phone.
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WS13 Operational Experience and Expertise
"Provide names, titles, e-mail addresses, telephone numbers, and the background of key
personnel involved in the operational aspects of the applicant’s business. Provide the following
information:

Dan Walker Alpin Sun GmbH
Tel
+44 (0) 7514 676 014
Email dan.walker@alpin-sun.de
Project Co-ordinator
Overseas Department
Alpin Sun GmbH
Zum Wasserwerk 12
D-15537 Erkner (bei Berlin)
Mobile: +44 7514 676 014
Fax: +40 368 453 781
E-mail: dan.walker@alpin-sun.de
Website: www.alpin-sun.de
Skype: dan_walker1150

Adrian Loance Alpin Sun GmbH Director
Tel
mbl - (EU) +40 736367831 / ( CL): + 56 9 62733963
Email adrian.ioance@alpin-sun.de

David Tamakloe Director Ghanalight Ltd & Visions Marketing Limited U
Tel

+44 : (0) 7951108628
(1) 7551873333
Email david@ghanalight.com and davidtamakloe@aol.com

Alan Brewer MSc Project Facilitator and Director Ghanalight Ltd in the UK
Tel
+44 02393 786582 / +44 (0) 7763 977634
Email alan@ghanalight.com and alan@psecc.co.uk

Michael Mikado CEO PTL Enterprises Ltd Ghana
Tel
+233 26 8243297
Email mikemikado@gmail.com

Victor Andrew Politician Ghana
Tel
+2335 4336 3605
Email victorandrew27@yahoo.co.uk
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(a) details of their experience in and knowledge of the renewable energy industry;
(b) a summary of the skills and experience of the directors and senior managers, and them
relevance to meeting the requirements of the licence;

Adrian Loance Alpin Sun GmbH
Tel
Email

(EU) +40 736367831 / ( CL): + 56 9 62733963
adrian.ioance@alpin-sun.de

Based currently in Chile developing large scale 250MW Solar Farm Utilities.

Dan Walker Alpin Sun GmbH
Tel
Email

+44 (0) 7514 676 014
dan.walker@alpin-sun.de

Responsible for International Solar Farm development and management of projects. Appointed to the UK
Solar sector by Alpin Sun to spearhead their UK market penetration and also International market
penetration. He has worked very closely with Alan Brewer of both Kenyalight Project Ltd on Solar Farm
developments in Kenya and now with him at Ghanalight Ltd to develop solar farms. Excellent Technical &
Project Management abilities together with funding and O&M knowledge.

David Tamakloe Ghanalight Ltd Director
Tel +44 (o) 7951108628
Email
david@ghanalight.com and davidtamakloe@aol.com
A National of Ghana and UK Businessman with a passion for Renewable Energy. He has worked diligently
with Alan Brewer and formed Ghanalight Ltd in 2015 to take forward Solar Farm developments in Ghana.
He has established good business relations in Ghana and excellent Political connections with the
Government and also Volta River Authority. HE has organised the project at Gomoa Simbrofo, bringing in a
major Political Figure Victor
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Alan Brewer MSc Project Facilitator and Director Ghanalight Ltd in the UK
Tel +44
Email

(0) 7763 977634
alan@ghanalight.com and alan@psecc.co.uk

Twenty years Sustainable Energy & Renewable Energy Development experience. Mr Alan Brewer MSc, has been
engaged on Energy Policy & Strategy formulation under the Sustainable Development - Agenda 21 programme
in the UK and on International Renewable Energy Development programmes since 1995.
In 1995, Mr Brewer researched and helped write the Portsmouth City Energy Policy & Strategy and in 2010 he
formed PSECC – Portsmouth Sustainable Energy & climate Change Centre in the UK in order to offer Climate
Change Mitigation advice, Renewable Energy technologies such as Solar Farms and had been asked by
Hampshire County Council (HCC) in the UK to be the Energy Coordinator for the Hampshire Natural Resources
Initiative (HNRI) in 2001. He was in addition, requested to look at Renewable Energy developments for HCC
schools from 2008 in the UK. Alan Brewer MSc was asked in 2012 by David Tamakloe Managing Director of
Ghanalight Ltd to assist the Simbrofo project and in 1995 he was asked to research and write one of the first UK
City Energy Policies and Strategies to combat Climate Change. This work led onto his coordination of the
Hampshire County Council Energy Network in 2002, progressing onto Sustainable Energy in the County Schools
sector. The concept of Resource Ownership was born. Following a period of time researching solar in the UK,
developing PV in both domestic and business environments it became apparent that for true sustainability and
commercial profitability, solar technology really needed greater radiation levels to optimize its benefits than
that available in the climate across the UK and the majority of Europe. Africa was an ideal location and given
Ghana’s past history as a British Colony and political system similar to that of the UK, the country became the
target of Alan’s interest, later Ghana came to the fore in his development programme. Alan facilitated the
Gomoa Simbrofo project with David Tamakloe at Ghanalight Ltd.

Michael Mikado CEO PTL Enterprises Ltd Ghana
Tel
+233 26 8243297
Email mikemikado@gmail.com
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Victor Andrew Politician Ghana
Tel

Victor Andrew
Email victorandrew27@yahoo.co.uk
Victor is a senior Politician in Ghana (retired) who has been our man on the ground organising the Simbrofo
project with the three Chiefs who own the land. He has good connections in Ghana and is able to see the
project through by working closely with Michael Mikado, David and Alan at Ghanalight and also Dan Walker at
Alpin Sun.
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(c) evidence that the applicant has the capacity to comply with the licence conditions, codes and
guidelines relevant to its application
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The applicant and this entity, including any formal agreements to provide
services, and a summary of this other entity's experience in and knowledge of the renewable
energy industry, and technical capacity to meet the relevant requirements of the licence should
be provided."

38

PTL Technologies Ltd
84
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Questworks our partner in Kenya for Solar Farm Technicians and for rooftop solar pv installations. is a real
estate consultancy and integrated project delivery (IPD) firm. We provide solutions to companies and
individuals who want to undertake significant construction projects. In addition to pioneering the IPD
approach to construction in the region, we have developed the expertise that allows us to walk with our
clients from concept design through to project completion enabling us to take full responsibility for the quality
and cost of our client’s projects.

partner in Kenya for O&M Technicians

Provision for building any new sub stations

or Local Ghana companies will be used
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WS14 Specific Licence Conditions and Exemptions
Where the applicant is seeking particular licence conditions, the nature and reasons for seeking
those conditions should be explained. In such circumstances, the applicant should also provide a
draft outline of the proposed licence condition(s) or exemptions. The Commission may waive
any of the requirements for a licence in respect of a particular applicant provided the waiver
does not compromise on public safety.

NO particular licence conditions

WS15 Indicative Implementation Plan
Provide indicative timelines for the specific activities that must be performed to produce the
various project deliverables, establishing interdependences and sequencing.
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WS16 Commercially Sensitive Information
The Commission may make public the information included in an application for a licence.
Where the applicant considers information contained in an application to be commercially
sensitive, the applicant should clearly identify such information and state the reasons why they
are to be regarded as commercially sensitive, to enable the Commission determine its
consideration of the confidentiality request.
NO ISSUES HERE WITH MAKING PUBLIC ANY INFORMATION

WS17 Generating Plant Technology and Type of Renewable Energy Resource
Provides details as per Schedule III – Generating Plant Technology and Description.

TECHNICAL PARAMETRES & SCHEDULE for 20MW Solar Farm at Simbrofo
Ghana receives a considerable amount of solar radiation Early assessment by Ministry of Energy indicated that
the country received on average 4.5 kWh per square meter per day
The said project location at Simbrofo has considerable amount of solar radiation and therefore it is a good site
for the first solar installation of the 20MW project. It is hoped that we can install in phase two another 125MW
of Solar Farms. The technology to be used and all the technical aspect, which include drawings and tables of
expected solar irradiation levels are attached to this report.
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(Appendix One) Authorization Letter from the Chiefs of Simbrofo
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(Appendix Two) Ministry of Power support letter
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(Appendix Three) indicates the experience references of Alan Brewer MSc of PSECC Ltd and Ghanalight
Ltd in the UK.
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Ghanalight Ltd Enhancement Document
SIMBROFO 20MW Solar Farm – other technologies offered

Hydroponic food production

Graduate Renewable Energy Course
Pumps

New Schools

Solar PV LED Street Lighting

New University Technician Courses

Solar PV Water

Local Employment

Ghanalight Project Ltd &
104
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1.

Solar Farm at Simbrofo 20MW

The Solar Farm will form the basis for the financial input stream for the other Enhanced Renewable Energy
Technologies that will be given FREE to the Local Government and Villagers in the area of our Solar Farm at
Simbrofo.
It has been agreed that a percentage of the solar farm profits will go to the Local Government and Ghana Project
Ltd will provide FREE Solar PV for Homs in the villages near to the solar farm and also offer FREE Solar PV
Water Pumps, Solar PV LED Street Lighting together with knowledge of production of Hydroponic Food and
also a New School, library, toilets and community centre will be built at no cost to the Government or the
Chiefs.
Wiinneba University could provide training courses to train local people in Technician services and also offer a
higher Degree Course in Renewable Energy & Climate Change Mitigation.
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Enhancement - FREE Technology from Ghanalight project Ltd
2 Solar PV for Homes – small 10W to 20W Solar Panel

Larger 250W Solar Panels can be provided on a finance scheme basis so the villager can have a large Solar
PV system for TV, Radio and more lights.

Each Home in the villages near to the solar farm will be given FREE Solar PV panel and lighting system
together with a mobile phone charging point.
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3 Solar PV Water Pumps

To assist the villagers in Simbrofo with water being made available more easily. Pumping water is a sensible and effective use of solar

electric power. During the hot months, when water requirements are highest, a solar pump will provide a
reliable water source for the farm. A solar water pumping system is essentially an electrically driven pumping
system. Electricity, in this instance is produced by the sunlight energizing photovoltaic (Solar) modules.
A solar pumping system is available for almost all applications where an electric pump can be used. Because
solar energy varies from one location to another, and over the course of a day, system design is important.
Adequate water storage ensures that water is available whenever needed, and balances daily variations in water
supply and demand. Thus a small pump only running when the sun shines, plus water storage, can provide the
average requirement for water supply.
Solar Pumping Systems
Although solar water pumps have been developed from some fairly sophisticated ‘hi-tech’ components they are
relatively simple, uncomplicated packages of equipment.
Solar water pumping systems consist of three basic components:
Power source (photovoltaic solar modules), Motor/pump assembly, and Power controller (maximizers /
optimizers / MPPT's) for matching the changing electrical output of the array to suit the motor/pump.
Benefits of Solar Pumping
Solar pumping uses a free, easily accessible and renewable source of energy.
Power bills are eliminated. With solar pumping, maintenance costs are minimized.
Solar modules are strong, robust and encapsulated into toughened glass, in a sturdy, aluminum frame that will
last even in harsh environmental conditions of drought.
Using solar allows opportunities for livestock, vegetables, trees and other crop production to be developed in
areas where other forms of pumping are impractical.
Solar water pumping systems are reliable and perform at their best and provide water throughout summer
months when demand is greatest. Solar water pumping systems need little supervision requiring only periodic
checking.
Solar pumps automatically start soon after sunrise and continue to work unattended until sunset.
Solar water pumping systems operate all year round, even on cloudy dull days with little or no direct sunlight.
Solar modules have no moving parts and an expected working life of at least 30 years.
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4 New School

With each Solar Farm for Ghana that Ghanalight Project Ltd & Riara University build we will also FREELY
build a school in the area of the Solar Farm.
The students and the new school will also be able to have electricity from Solar Panels and Solar PV Water
Pumps. It may also be possible to supply Laptops for each child to enhance their learning capabilities and might
continue their educational pathway at Winneba University at a later stage.
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5 Solar PV LED Street Lighting
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6 Hydroponic Food Production could be possible

could be a possible partner
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7 Winneba University Local Employment & Technician Courses

Local workforce can be trained up by Winneba University at Technician Level to install all our Renewable
Energy Technologies. Ghanalight Project Ltd have arranged assistance in training course formation from three
UK Universities – Portsmouth, Southampton and Southampton Solent University in Hampshire, UK.

The benefit to Ghana will be to have a skilled workforce for the 21st Century in the area of Renewable Energy.
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8 Winneba University Course in Renewable Energy

Alan Brewer MSc of PSECC Ltd in the UK the parent company of Kenya Light Project Ltd has formed links
with three Hampshire based UK Universities who wish to work alongside Riara University and License
Structured Renewable Energy & Climate Change Degree Courses & possibly offer student placements &
exchange.
The benefit once more to Kenya will be to have a highly educated Graduate student who can assist Kenya in
Renewable Energy but also understand Environmental Law and Climate Change Mitigation.
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